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The Pros and Cons of Multiple Savings Accounts
Reach your financial goals faster by diversifying your savings

While having a single savings account can provide a solid foundation for building wealth, it’s not
always the best strategy when it comes to growing your cash. Depending on your spending and
saving habits, having multiple accounts can make it easier to increase your savings. Explore the
benefits and drawbacks to having multiple savings accounts to see if this option is right for you.

Advantage: Protect your savings
from yourself

If you frequently find yourself
tapping into your savings account
for non-emergency spending,
having multiple savings funds is a
wise strategy. Money Crashers
contributor Michele Lerner
recommends having one savings
account as your emergency fund
that’s easily accessible. Then, store
the remainder of your savings in
multiple accounts that are a bit
more challenging to access, as
Erika Torres from Ready for Zero
blog shared with Business Insider.
Try going with an account that
imposes an early withdrawal fee.
You can also sign up for one that
has strict limits on how many
withdrawals you can make per month, as Echeck.org contributor Ben Todd suggests.

Advantage: Contribute toward multiple goals

Base each savings account on a short- or long-term goal. Todd suggests a range of different goals
you might want to make an individual savings account for, such as your kid’s college fund or an
upcoming major expense. Having your savings allocated toward multiple goals allows you to easily
monitor your progress toward reaching them. As Lerner articulates, if you have a down payment,
summer vacation and three months’ worth of income funds, you simply have to open all three
accounts to visually see how close you are to your target amounts.  

Advantage: Try out different financial institutions

Lerner also mentions that having numerous savings accounts is a great way to test the services of
different financial institutions. Whether you open your account with a brick-and-mortar business or an
online one, this strategy can give you insight into which benefits and incentives you most want in a
financial institution.

Advantage: Extra security in case of failure

Yet another perk of having multiple accounts is that it provides more security in the rare chance that
one of your financial institutions fails. As Lerner points out, even though FDIC insurance will reimburse
you if a business goes under, it can take a while for you to access your funds again. Investing your
cash in different savings accounts with multiple institutions will help protect you from this unfortunate
(and inconvenient) scenario.

Disadvantage: Harder to meet the minimum balance requirements

Lerner warns that some savings accounts have a minimum balance they require you to maintain to
earn interest. If your overall savings amount is dispersed among a variety of accounts, meeting this
minimum balance can prove challenging.

Disadvantage: More confusing than having a single savings account

Having different savings accounts sometimes means you’ll have to decide how to allocate unexpected



Having different savings accounts sometimes means you’ll have to decide how to allocate unexpected
bonuses from work or occasional income such as birthday money or cash gleaned from a side job.
Not everyone wants the stress of having to apportion unexpected income, Lerner points out. Having
numerous accounts also makes automatic transfers a bit more muddled, since you’ll have to set up
automatic transfers for separate accounts instead of just one.

Having multiple savings accounts comes with its own set of pros and cons. By familiarizing yourself
with the advantages and disadvantages of this saving strategy, you can confidently make the best
choice for your personal finances.
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Determining Your Car-Buying Budget
Avoid overspending by calculating your monthly budget ahead of
time

Buying a new car is an exciting process, especially when you’ve been saving and waiting for the right
one to come along. Cars are an expensive investment that take time and consideration. Before you hit
the dealership, do a little math and determine both your overall and monthly budget.

Monthly income

To estimate your car-buying
budget, the first thing you want to
do is calculate your overall monthly
income. Figure out how much
money you’re bringing home after
taxes and list out all of your
expenses. Once you determine
where the money is going and how
much you’re spending, you’ll be
able to identify places you can cut
back on expenses and calculate
your current automotive expenses.
Make sure you factor in any debt
you have, such as student loans,
your mortgage and credit card bills.

Car payments

Instead of solely looking at a
vehicle’s MSRP, you should consider its estimated monthly payments when figuring out your budget.
Philip Reed at NerdWallet explains that your down payment, trade-in contribution (if you’re trading in a
vehicle) and the length of your auto loan will all help determine your monthly payments. By putting
together your budget based on monthly payments instead of overall MSRP, you’ll be able to take a
closer look at what you’re spending and how feasible a vehicle truly is for your budget. 

15 percent rule

When it comes to expenses, you don’t want to over-commit to an expensive monthly payment. In fact,
Ronald Montoya, a contributor at Edmunds, recommends limiting your car payment to 15 percent of
your monthly income. Additional automotive expenses such as car insurance, gas and maintenance
should make up another 7 percent.  Montoya says that, in total, you don’t want to spend more than 22
percent of your monthly income on automotive expenses. 

If you’re leasing your vehicle, Montoya recommends limiting your automotive expenses to 10 percent
of your monthly income. Of course, this rule isn’t set in stone; the percentages can fluctuate based on
your priorities. However, it’s a good guideline to keep in mind when putting together your budget.

Factor in fees

When you buy a new car, the sticker price can be a bit misleading. Whatever price you agree upon —
sticker price or a negotiated price — you’re going to have to pay a few additional fees. Added fees
such as sales tax, registration fees and documentation fees can add an extra 10 percent to the cost of
your vehicle, according to Philip Reed, plus any interest on your auto loan. Make sure you factor those
fees into the overall cost of the vehicle, and therefore your monthly payments, before signing on the
dotted line.

Whether you’re leasing or investing in your next car, it’s important to keep an eye on your finances
and make sure you don’t overspend. Once you’ve figured out your budget, head over to the dealership
to find the car of your dreams.
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Is Pet Insurance for You?
Consider protecting your pet from the unknown

Adopting an animal is a major investment. Besides the initial fees incurred from the breeder, pet store
or animal shelter, you have to financially take care of them by providing toys, food and various other
expenses. Pets have both regular and unexpected medical costs, and like humans they can have
medical insurance to cover the expenses. Is this form of insurance right for you and your pet?  

Consider your budget

As with most things, your unique
financial standing and budget are
key factors when considering
signing your best friend up for pet
insurance. Sarah Kliff, a leading
American health policy journalist
and owner of a beagle named
Spencer, commented on Vox that it
all depends on how much money
you have available to spend on a
potential medical emergency. Her
very basic rule is that if you don’t
have the financial flexibility to
handle a large vet bill in the $5,000
range, pet insurance might be the
right choice for you. Beyond that,
you should also look at the monthly
premium costs and make sure you
have the space in your budget to
add them to your payment calendar.

Know what’s covered

Just like with any other insurance plan, it’s important to know exactly what’s covered under a policy.
While human insurance tends to be more flexible about covering accidents, illnesses and long-term
conditions, several pet policies are not. Bark contributing editor Rebecca Wallick notes that pet health
insurance tends to contain specific details about covering congenital conditions your pet was born
with, hereditary conditions that are known to affect your pet’s breed and any developmental conditions
your pet may have. Many pet insurance policies also utilize caps to limit how much money they will
pay in your animal’s lifetime, and they may also have caps on the amount covered in a year and per
incident. 

Look at other options

The major financial and consumer publications can’t come to a consensus about whether pet
insurance is really worth it, especially if you have a relatively healthy pet. If you are wary of committing
to years of payments, Wallick offers two alternatives. One is to set up a separate savings account in
which you can store funds for pet care and regularly deposit the money you would pay for pet
insurance. While it might not be as large a pot of money as an insurance provider might offer, it could
over time become a significant help in the case of any unexpected illnesses or surgeries. Another
option is to work with companies like Scratchpay or CareCredit for veterinary lines of credit if disaster
strikes. As with all credit applications, you should consider your own financial situation before applying
for credit.

When you bring a pet into your home, you are committing to caring for them and giving them the best
quality of life possible, which includes keeping them healthy. Like all forms of insurance, Mandy
Walker of Consumer Reports notes that pet insurance is essentially a gamble. While you never hope
to have to use it, it’s possible that an insured pet will stay healthy enough to never recoup the costs of
the premiums you pay. Take a look at your own financial situation and several policies before making
your final choice.
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Taking Out a Loan When Your Savings Fall Short
Should a personal loan cover your financial needs in an
emergency?

Ideally, you would never need more money than your savings allow. However, a sudden problem
such as a medical emergency or high credit card debt could place a demand on your finances beyond
what your savings can handle. At this point, taking out a personal loan to cover the costs could be
your best choice.

Understanding personal loans

According to Bankrate, A personal
loan is typically a fixed-term loan,
meaning you agree to repay it over
a certain period of time. Many of
these loans are also unsecured
loans, which means that you aren’t
offering a house or car as
collateral, making the interest rate
higher than a secured loan.
However, personal loans can
potentially improve your credit
score if you use them to pay for
things like high-interest credit card
debt. This is because a personal
loan has a fixed end point, while
credit card bills can continue to
compound indefinitely.

Deciding to take out a loan

The decision of whether or not to choose a personal loan depends on your financial situation. Kat
Tretina of Student Loan Hero points out that when facing rising credit card debts, a personal loan
could carry a significantly lower interest rate, saving you thousands of dollars as more of your
payments go to the actual amount you owe rather than paying off interest.

For a more specific example, Tretina calculated that with an average credit card interest rate of 13
percent and an average personal loan interest rate of 10 percent, a $10,000 debt would likely take 10
years longer to repay and would cost the borrower an extra $10,000 in loan payments if left on the
credit card.

Cautions

As strong as the potential benefits to a personal loan may seem, there are a few caveats to keep in
mind. Among these is that a personal loan doesn’t help the root cause of the debt, so according to
certified financial planner Adam Hagerman, part of the decision process is to trace the debt back to its
source and see if there is a way to fix it. For example, is the debt due to uncontrolled credit card
overspending, or was it a sudden emergency? Identifying the debt source will prevent a potential
return to overwhelming debt.

Even though personal loans typically carry lower interest rates than credit cards, that doesn’t mean
this will always be the case, particularly for those with low credit scores. Bankrate contributor Donna
Fuscaldo recommends thoroughly researching several loan and credit card offers to find the best
possible deal for your financial situation.

Armed with this information and the results of some useful research, you are now equipped to make a
decision on whether taking out a loan to cover costs that your savings can’t handle is the correct
choice.
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Guide to Investing in Your 40s
How to prepare for retirement even with a late start

While in your twenties, the need to invest in your retirement may not have seemed urgent enough to
earn your attention. Even in your thirties, you may have been too busy shopping for a house or
planning a wedding to think about that far-off age of 65. But in your forties, investing in your future
should be one of your top priorities. Even if you made saving a main concern in your twenties, you
may still find it useful to reassess and redouble your efforts now. Fortunately, there is yet plenty of
time to make up lost ground or to refine your investment strategy.

Reduce debt

Reducing debt or paying it off
entirely is one of the best ways to
pave a path to a successful
financial future. Eliminating debt
allows you to free up a large swath
of your income that you can
redirect toward saving and
investing for the future. Though you
may be tempted to pay off your
mortgage first because it is a large
expense, other types of debt
deserve your initial attention.
“Focus on paying off debt with
higher interest rates, such as credit
card balances and parent college
loans,” writes Sandra Block, senior
editor at Kiplinger, in an April 2016
article. “If you still have money left
over, consider accelerating your
mortgage payments.”

Maintain a healthy cash reserve

Maintaining a healthy cash reserve is important at all stages of adult life and this continues to be true
while investing in your forties. “The first step in any financial planning is to establish an emergency
fund,” Michele Lerner writes in an April 2015 article for Bankrate.com. Investing for the long-term
future is no good if you can’t afford to pay an unexpected bill in the short term and need to make an
emergency — and taxable — withdrawal from a retirement account. “Two-income households may be
safe enough with three months of expenses saved, while a single person might need six months of
reserves,” Lerner advises.

Invest in a 401(k) and IRA

If you haven’t been investing up until this point, now is the time to start — and you will need to invest
more to catch up. Fortunately, tax-deferred accounts can help ease the pain. “Money directed into a
401(k) or traditional IRA goes in before the IRS takes a cut and lowers your annual taxable income on
a dollar-for-dollar basis,” says Dayana Yochim, personal finance expert, in an April 2017 article for
NerdWallet.com.

You should aim to save at least enough in your workplace retirement plan to earn the full benefit of
the company match. After that, how you split your investments between 401(k) and Roth IRA depends
on your tax bracket. “Workers in lower tax brackets are better off diverting some of their savings to a
Roth and taxable accounts because the immediate benefit of tax deferral is less valuable,” Block
says. She also advises those in a high tax bracket to put as much into a tax-deferred account as
possible because they will likely be in a lower bracket when withdrawing.

Find additional income

After having done the math and figured out exactly how much money you need to have saved by your
retirement, you may find that you simply can’t afford to put enough money aside to meet your
investment target in time. Besides delaying retirement, a viable solution for many, you can help grow



investment target in time. Besides delaying retirement, a viable solution for many, you can help grow
your retirement by earning money on the side and taking a second look at your budget. “Small
amounts make a big impact,” says Paula Plant, an award-winning finance writer, in a March 2018
article for TheBalance.com. “If you can earn an extra $100 per week — perhaps by mowing lawns,
babysitting, consulting, teaching or freelancing — and you can also trim an additional $100 per week
from your spending habits, you’ll save an extra $10,400 per year.”

It’s always better to start late than never, and though starting to invest in your forties puts you at a
disadvantage compared to investing your twenties, it can still be well within your means to build a
respectable retirement fund. For specific help preparing for your future, make sure to consult an expert
at your preferred financial institution.
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Factors That Influence Your Home's Value
Four factors that impact the value of your home

Your home will probably be your greatest financial investment, and doing what you can to protect that
investment it is a constant effort. Smaller and larger factors, ranging from the way you keep your lawn
to the way you renovate your bathrooms, will affect the value of your home in the long run. Several
other factors that impact your home’s market value are out of your control. The best way to
understand how value works when it comes to your home is to learn what these elements are.

Location

The home experts at Trulia tell
Forbes that two similar homes in
the same neighborhood would be
valued differently depending on
where they’re located. A home
that’s nestled in a quiet cul-de-sac
will earn a greater return on the
market than a home that sits right
in front of a well-traveled road or
busy highway. Other location
deterrents include being adjacent
to a vacant lot or set too far from
certain conveniences like grocery
stores and gas stations.
Conversely, if your home is
situated near popular restaurants,
coffee shops or other thriving
establishments, you could see a
boost in your home’s value.

Neighbors

Tying into the idea of location are the people located around you — your neighbors. The Balance’s
Erin Eberlin writes that a neighborhood marked by unmaintained yards, shoddy homes and vacant or
foreclosed homes will have a negative affect on the value of your home. While this factor is difficult to
control, there are steps you can take to swing the pendulum if you sense the neighborhood taking a
turn for the worse. Specifically, you can politely talk to your neighbors about your concerns and
recommend homes for sale in the neighborhood to individuals who are ambitious and eager to turn a
negative into a positive.

Weather

If you live in an area that is prone to natural disasters such as earthquakes, tornadoes, floods,
mudslides, hurricanes and tsunamis, Eberlin writes that your property value will take a hit to
accommodate the risk. Even if your property survives a natural disaster and you are able to repair the
damage through your homeowner’s insurance, she warns that you might still have trouble when it
comes to selling it since buyers will have apprehensions about moving into an area where disaster
has struck in the past.

Renovations

Outdated decor can lower the value of your home — even if you’re of the opinion that a classic style
adds a personal touch that you prefer. Potential buyers don’t want to walk into a time capsule, and
they most likely aren’t interested in taking up extensive home improvement projects like kitchen or
bathroom renovation so quickly after moving into a new home.

If you believe that there is a possibility you could one day sell your home, it’s important to consider
how your renovation plans will hold up in the eyes of someone else. Naturally, it’s good for your home
to accommodate your wants and needs, but if you’re considering ripping out the bathtub and putting
in a walk-in shower, you may want to get a sense of what’s preferred on the market.

Keeping these factors in mind, you’ll be able to better protect your investment for longer. Then, when it



comes time to sell your home, you’ll find the payoff well worth the work you put in.
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Holiday Closings

Columbus Day

Monday, October 8th 
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How to Create a Food Budget
Frugal grocery-buying strategies to minimize monthly expenses

While food expenses are a necessary component of any monthly budget, there are practical ways to
reduce food costs. Get the lowdown on creating a monthly food budget, as well as other steps you
can take to stick to personal savings goals in this area, in this article.

Calculate your typical monthly
food expenses

According to Kitchn contributor
Michaela Cisney, you should track
your food expenses for one month.
You’ll also want to keep each
receipt from the grocery store since
you’ll need to itemize food
expenses by category. Cisney
recommends using a digital
spreadsheet. Categories can
include drinks, frozen meals, baked
goods, meat and fresh produce. It’s
also a good idea to include how
much you spend on eating out
each month.

Compare your food spending
with USDA food plan averages

Next, compare your monthly food expenses to those in your area, Lifehacker contributor Melanie
Pinola advises. A great resource is the USDA’s food plans listed online, where each plan falls into one
of four categories: thrifty, low-cost, moderate-cost and liberal. This resource lists average national
costs for feeding a household of two or four, as well as a per-person weekly and monthly price
estimate for feeding an individual based on gender and age. Use one of the monthly amounts as your
total monthly food budget depending on which plan falls within reasonable limits of your monthly
income.

Use a grocery calculator tool

If you still need help determining the monthly amount you should allocate for food, browse online for a
grocery calculator tool or explore the app store for a related app. Penny Pinchin Mom founder Tracie
Fobes recommends using the grocery budget calculator available on the Iowa State University
website.

Use money-saving apps

Rebecca Lake, contributor with smartasset, recommends installing a grocery expense-reducing app.
For example, Food on the Table allows you to easily plan your meals for the week based on that
week’s sales at a particular grocery store. This is a great option for those who simply don’t have time
to browse sale ads from different stores. The app lets you input your family’s food preferences, and
then it automatically generates five meal plans based on matching items on sale at a grocery store
near you. Favado is another excellent app, available through Google Play™ store and iTunes®. It lets
you create a personalized shopping list and notifies you when your favorite products go on sale so you
can take advantage of the savings.

Additional tips for reducing food expenses 

Part of a budget is prioritizing what you most need while eliminating items you can live without. When
it comes to a food budget, there are a few great ways to keep costs low.

Forbes contributor Mindy Crary suggests limiting your alcohol consumption. Limit your favorite
adult beverage to once a month or for special occasions.
Limiting your dining-out expenses is another wise protocol to implement. Focus on reducing
frequency rather than dollar amount, Crary advises. “Instead of saying that you’ll cut take-out



from $200 per month to $100 per month, commit to going less often.”
Making meals ahead of time and freezing them is another safeguard against dining out
expenses. Crary suggests setting aside three to four hours every 10 days to make a few easy
meals ahead of time, such as casseroles, rice and beans, stir fry mixes and root vegetable
medleys.

By creating a simple food budget and applying some straightforward strategies, you can enjoy dining
on the cheap while staying within your means. You might be surprised at how easy it is to initiate this
financial shift.
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Make Yardwork Fun This Autumn
Transform your outdoor chores into fun this fall

With your to-do list including weeding, fertilizing, mulching, planting, trimming and preparing for winter,
autumn is quite a busy season for yardwork. With all the things that need to be done, the task at hand
might seem a bit overwhelming and joyless. These tips should serve to make your autumn yardwork a
bit more fun, which will help the tasks to fly by.

Treat yardwork like exercise

Don’t think of autumn yardwork as
a chore — think of it as an
opportunity to integrate exercise
into your everyday life. Whether
you’re raking leaves, pulling weeds
or shoveling mulch, you’re moving
your body, exercising your muscles
and getting your heart pumping.
Better still, you get to do it while
enjoying the crisp, refreshing fall
weather.

Thinking of yardwork as exercise is
also a great way to make it safer
and easier on your body. Just like
when you run, bike or lift weights,
you’ll want to make sure that you
aren’t overextending yourself.
Make sure you stay hydrated and
take plenty of breaks during and in-between tasks. You’ll also want to warm up first, maintain the right
posture and use proper techniques for lifting and repetitive motions.

Get other people involved

If you have kids, enlisting them in the day’s work can unlock all sorts of fun possibilities. With a little
creativity, you can turn yardwork into play. Turn tasks into fun competitions and encourage kids to
activate their imaginations. Don’t forget one of the most enjoyable autumn activities of all — taking a
running leap into a giant pile of crisp leaves, the ultimate reward for a job well done.

If getting children involved isn’t an option, you could try setting up a yardwork club with your friends
and neighbors. Each weekend, team up and take turns helping each other out with autumn yardwork.
You’ll finish your tasks more quickly, and you’ll get to do them while enjoying the company of people
you care about. For even more fun, buy pizza and beverages to enjoy before or after your workday —
or fire up the grill and turn it into a party.

Listen and reflect while you work

If you’re not operating power tools or a loud leaf blower, a day of autumn yardwork can be a great
opportunity to catch up on your listening. During an afternoon of raking and planting, you could binge
on that addictive podcast all your friends have been talking about, queue up some lectures on a topic
you’re interested in or listen to several chapters of an audiobook. If you’re a music lover, you could
create a soundtrack for the day with a few playlists of old favorites or new tunes you’ve been meaning
to check out.

If you’re doing yardwork solo, it’s an excellent opportunity to enjoy some introspection and solitude.
This could involve meditation, taking stock of your life or pondering new ideas. Another way to relax is
to keep your senses fully engaged as you work: Listen to the rustling of the wind, enjoy the changing
colors, savor the feel of soil between your fingers and take in the distant smell of burning leaves as
you go about your tasks. Though you’re liable to be a little sore, you might come away from yardwork
feeling refreshed and with a clear head.

Autumn is a uniquely beautiful time of year, and working in the yard is a great way to get some
enjoyment out of it even if there’s hard work to be done. When you’re finished, you’ll be able to sit



back and enjoy your handiwork by looking out over an immaculate landscape with a cold beverage
and a sense of personal satisfaction.
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Back to School Lunch Ideas
Healthy school lunches that are easy to pack

As summer comes to an end and your kids get ready to stretch their minds again, you have to start
planning lunch ideas to serve as fuel halfway through the day. These healthy and easy back to school
lunch ideas ensure that you have one less thing to worry about as the school year begins.  

Peanut butter and jelly sushi
rolls 

Your kids are probably bored of
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
by now. Lucky for you, Derek
Campanile of Dad with a Pan has
reinvented this classic to get them
excited about eating this simple
combination again. Using flatbread
as pinwheels, spread a layer of
peanut butter and jelly on a square
piece and roll it up. After you
freeze it for about five minutes and
cut it up into 1 inch pieces, you’ll
have peanut butter and jelly sushi
rolls. Your family will love this
flavorful twist, especially if they like
sushi. If they’re not a fan of peanut
butter and jelly, make sushi rolls
out of Nutella or their favorite
cut-up vegetables.

Pizzadillas 

Combine two all-time favorites into one fun combination. Campanile suggests making pizzadillas,
where pizza meets quesadilla. Spread pizza sauce on top of two pieces of tortilla before sprinkling it
with shredded mozzarella and pepperoni. Cook it on a stove until the cheese melts, creating a
delicious and cheesy lunch that your kid will surely enjoy.

DIY lunch

You don’t have to be stuck doing all the work. With easy DIY lunches, slice up your kid’s favorite meat
into squares and pack it with cheese and crackers. As Campanile points out, this lunch is a favorite
among kids and parents alike because it’s easy to pack for the parents and fun to put together for the
kids.

Butterfly snack bags

Encourage your kids to eat healthy snacks by serving them in fun butterfly snack packs. As a fun
activity for your kids as well, Squawkfox.com makes this food craft fun and engaging. Decorate a
clothespin with some glitter glue and stick wiggle eyes on them. Fill a snack-sized bag with your kid’s
favorite treat, whether that is fruit, vegetable or cereal. Clip the clothespin down the middle, spreading
the snack to the corners of the bag as the wings. Stick an antennae-shaped pipe cleaner through the
clip for a complete butterfly that will land a healthy snack into your kid’s lunch box.  

Apple fun

Add some personality when you’re packing fruit. If you like cutting apple slices, Thedatingdivas.com
suggests making apple and peanut butter toothy smiles. After you spread peanut butter on each slice
of apple, place mini-marshmallows in a line on half of the slices and put them together for some big
toothed smiles. These are perfect as a Halloween treat but delicious all-year round. For those who like
to eat apples whole, turn green apples into our favorite monster, Mike Wazowski. Stick half of a jumbo
marshmallow onto the front of the apple, and use food writer edible markers to create the beloved
one-eyed cretin.



Give your child something to look forward to each day with an exciting lunch that will have them full
afterward and craving for more knowledge. These lunch ideas packed with flavor and fun will have
their classmates wishing they could take a bite out of it.  
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The 5 Best True Crime Podcasts
These five true crime podcasts feature deep reporting, expert
storytelling

True crime podcasts are habit-forming: once you’ve listened to one, you’ll want another. With so many
options to choose from across all podcasting services, it might prove something of a challenge to
narrow down your next choice. These five examples of the genre combine sophisticated production
techniques, professional reporting expertise and dramatic storytelling, all in the service of an addictive
audio experience.

“Accused”

In “Accused,” Cincinnati Enquirer
investigative reporter Amber Hunt
(assisted by producer Amanda
Rossmann) brings her journalistic
skills to bear on a pair of unsolved
murders. In season one, Hunt
investigates the 1978 stabbing and
strangling of Elizabeth Andes, who
had just graduated from Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio. In
season two, she looks into the
1987 murder of Retha Welch in
Newport, Kentucky. In both of
these gripping and thoughtfully
structured seasons, Hunt’s dogged
reporting raises new questions and
uncovers leads that the original
investigators either ignored or
missed.

“Crimetown”

Hosted and produced by the creators of HBO’s “The Jinx,” “Crimetown” focuses on the intersection of
crime and culture in American cities. With its pervasive legacy of corruption, Providence, Rhode
Island, proves the ideal location for the podcast’s first season. In alternating episodes, “Crimetown”
investigates and retells Providence City Hall’s misdeeds and mob crimes that have both made
headlines and also slipped under the radar for decades. The first storyline focuses on the astonishing
rise and fall of Mayor Buddy Cianci, who was forced to resign twice due to felony convictions. The
second storyline traces the violent and colorful history of Providence’s mobsters.

“Criminal”

“Criminal” episodes are conveniently snack-sized — about 15 to 20 minutes each — but they also
offer plenty to chew on. While many episodes delve into the story of a specific crime or criminal, cases
are usually connected to a larger historical, scientific or cultural context. That doesn’t mean the
podcast is dry or scholarly. Yes, “Criminal” is deeply researched and informative, but in the hands of
Phoebe Judge, it’s also a consistently entertaining and eye-opening listen, featuring stories that are
bizarre, bloody and impossible to forget.

“Dirty John”

Reported and narrated by Los Angeles Times reporter Christopher Goffard, “Dirty John” tells a
tangled tale of deception and violence. The title character, John Meehan, is a slick-talking abuser who
repeatedly worms his way into the lives of women he meets online — including his latest target, a
successful California business owner. As the story careens toward its darkly dramatic climax,
Goffard’s addictive, fascinating podcast peels back layer upon layer of deception to expose the
darkness underlying Meehan’s manipulative behavior.

“In the Dark”

Over the course of two seasons, American Public Media’s “In the Dark” podcast has gone far beyond



Over the course of two seasons, American Public Media’s “In the Dark” podcast has gone far beyond
the typical true-crime format, emerging as a critical voice for criminal justice accountability and reform.
In season one, reporter Madeleine Baran investigates the unsolved 1989 disappearance of Jacob
Wetterling and how it was botched by local law enforcement. Season two takes on the case of Curtis
Flowers, who has been prosecuted half a dozen times for the same crime and remains on death row
despite winning multiple appeals.

After listening to any one of these five podcasts, you’ll come away entertained and enlightened. Each
show looks beyond the basic bloody details of the cases it investigates, providing context to help you
better understand not just the crime, but the system that led to it, punished it or allowed it to go
unsolved.
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What to Know When Buying or Building a Fire Pit
Tips to help you buy or build the best and safest fire pit possible

You don’t have to limit evenings spent around a roaring fire with loved ones to camping trips and
special occasions. By incorporating a fire pit into your outdoor decor, you can spend more evenings
roasting marshmallows, telling stories and enjoying time together with friends and family all from the
comfort of your own home. Because this involves having open flames close to your home, you’ll want
to be certain that you follow certain necessary precautions before buying or building your own fire pit.

Buying

If your goal is to welcome people
around your fire pit, you will want to
pick one that has style. According
to The Spruce’s Lisa Hallett Taylor,
the popularity of fire pits as
backyard accessories means that
there is a wide variety of shapes,
sizes, patterns and approaches to
choose from.

Store-bought fire pits are available
in a variety of materials beyond
traditional stone, including steel,
aluminum, copper, stainless steel,
glass, cast iron and polyresin. Each
material has pros and cons to
consider, which might affect your
choice depending on your design
aesthetic, budget and maintenance
commitment.

“Opt for something that will wear well and extend the life of your fire pit. Cast aluminum is less likely to
rust, while copper can stain. Cast iron is a solid but heavy choice,” writes Taylor.

Part of the consideration process will involve fuel options. House Tipster’s Ande Waggener notes that
you’ll need to decide whether to use wood, natural gas, charcoal, propane or more eco-friendly
options like fire pit gel or bio-ethanol.

Since fire pits vary in price, ranging anywhere from $200 to thousands of dollars, Waggener stresses
the importance of doing your research before you buy to ensure that you are able to use a fire pit
within regulations. Don’t spend a dollar before you first check with your county or city government,
homeowner’s association or even neighbors in the know.

Getting the lowdown on fire pit laws will also help you determine where your fire pit can go, Taylor
adds. You will want to make sure that your fire pit is not placed too near to your home, directly on the
grass, a wood deck or beneath any sort of combustible overhang. Be mindful of trees, vegetation and
plants and powerlines.

Building

A fire pit you have built yourself is likely not going to be portable, so going this route is preferable if
you have a spot that you are willing to permanently dedicate to the purposes of a pit. Once you have
your designated spot picked out, you’ll want to begin researching materials. Manasa Reddigan, writing
for Bob Vila, notes that this should mean excluding any potentially flammable materials or non-porous
materials in the construction of your pit.

“The inner wall must be made of fireproof building materials, optimally fire brick; the outer walls should
still be heat-resistant but can be made of traditional brick, stone, masonry blocks (consisting of brick,
concrete, granite, etc.), concrete pavers or even heat-resistant outdoor stucco or tile,” writes
Reddigan. “Flagstone and crushed stone are ideal materials for the fire pit cap, and the stones in the
center of the pit, respectively.”



You’ll also want to incorporate a steel ring on the innermost wall of the fire pit to prolong its structural
integrity. When building and operating your fire pit, Reddigan advises having fire safety gear on hand,
such as a fire blanket and a multipurpose dry chemical fire extinguisher. If you decide to DIY your fire
pit, you’ll still have to consider rules, location, construction materials and fuel sources just as if you
were purchasing one ready-made.

If you are willing to put in the time, money and research to ensure you are making the right choice, the
payoff of having a safe fire pit is well worth the effort. Don’t cut any corners, do your diligence and
you’ll be able to have a campout at home any time you wish.
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